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Abstract

Representation learning has received increased attention in the last few years in several tasks, including knowledge graph completion, entity resolution, and ontology matching. This paper presents an overview of representation learning approaches applied to the ontology matching task. It proposes to classify such approaches into the following dimensions: lexical unit segmentation, training strategy, and information representation complexity. A discussion on them is presented together with their pros and cons. Perspectives for further developments are also discussed.
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1. Introduction

The advances in machine learning have promoted the emergence of new architectures and methods capable of learning complex patterns on different types of data. Some applications show impressive results on NLP tasks, such as question answering and summarisation [1], image generation [2], or still in general tasks such as game playing and image captioning [3]. In knowledge representation, representation learning methods show significant results in tasks such as graph completion [4] and link prediction [5]. In ontology matching, a wave of representation learning systems has appeared in the last few years. Word embeddings were one of the first representation learning strategies adopted [6]. These models are based on the distributional hypotheses stating that similar words appear in similar contexts. The well-known Word2Vec [7] model has been used to compute the semantic similarity of ontology entities that can improve systems performance compared to classical lexical similarity methods [8].

Since word embeddings do not consider the ontology structure, better encoding strategies were designed. The RDF2Vec[9] is used to integrate background knowledge in ontology matching systems such as ALOD2Vec [10] and [11]. It generates sentences by randomly walking the paths in ontology and uses the Word2Vec algorithm to generate entity embeddings. Besides its representation capabilities, RDF2Vec does not fully represent OWL constraints, without considering as well the word composition in labels, harming the model’s generality. To address these problems, the OWL2Vec model [12] was designed by using a set of rules to map OWL
predicates to RDF equivalents and considering the word composition of entity labels. Since these models generate independent embeddings for entities in two different ontologies, post-processing strategies like the alignment of embeddings using linear transformations [11] or Siamese networks [13] were used. Besides the performance of random walk-based strategies, as adopted in RDF2Vec and OWL2Vec, Graph Neural Networks [14] are more flexible and show impressive performance in generating graph embeddings [15, 16]. The Graph Attention Network [17], for instance, can filter irrelevant neighbors in entity encoding leading to more robust similarity metrics.

For better representation of terminological layers, Transformers [18] and BERT [19] language models were introduced in ontology matching systems [20, 21, 22]. They have achieved high performance and capacity of learning language representations in NLP tasks [23]. They have attracted interest in generating embeddings for entity labels. BERT is a language model based on the Transformer architecture [18] and has outperformed Recurrent Neural Networks as they rely on an attention mechanism to filter irrelevant data. BERT enables the architecture development of huge models with billions of parameters [1]. It is pre-trained by masking some input tokens and by predicting the next sentence. This task provides the resulting model with higher context notion capabilities in different NLP tasks by fine-tuning the model for each task. In ontology matching, transformer-based models are used to learn representations for the ontology terminological layer (labels, comments, etc).

The goal of this paper is to review ontology matching systems based on representation learning. These systems have some properties in common that enable them to be categorized based on the following dimensions: lexical unit segmentation, training, and information complexity. A discussion on the performance of variant systems to ontology matching is presented together with their pros and cons. The perspectives for further developments are also discussed. We start by presenting a categorization framework (§2), followed by the description of the reviewed proposals (§3). We then discuss their impact on ontology matching (§4) together with an analysis for further work (§5).

2. Categorisation framework

The works in the literature are categorized into three groups of common features: lexical unit segmentation, training, and information complexity. In the next sections, these groups are discussed in detail. The reviewed works are listed in Table 1.

2.1. Lexical unit segmentation

The lexical unit segmentation categorizes the systems in the way they represent the terminological layer of the input ontologies: entity (no tokenization), words, and character. An example of the categories is illustrated in Figure 1. **Entity level** refers to the systems where no tokenization is applied in the terminological layer (id, labels, comments, etc), viewing these terminological features as a unique symbol (ex. "New_York_City"). It acts as an identifier and has low generalization since ontologies may combine the same words in a different order to represent the same entity. **Word level** refers to the splitting of the terminological features in their word components (ex. ["New", "York", "City"]). In order to generate embeddings with
the same dimension, an aggregation step needs to be applied like summing or averaging the embeddings of each word. Most works in ontology matching use this approach since many pre-trained word embeddings are available and the input ontologies in the same domain share overlapping vocabulary. **Character level** is more generalist as it can be applied to any domain with the same alphabet. This type of approach requires a complex model to generate relevant representations as word boundaries need to be learned by the combination of characters.
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**Figure 1**: An example of the label “New York City” segmented in the Entity, Word, and Character levels. Optional lower casing can be applied.
2.2. Learning

Some works are supervised and need labeled data for training while others are based on pre-trained models or still on unsupervised learning. **Reference** refers to those systems that need reference alignments for training the model. The **Training** category classifies those systems that need to fine-tune or learn weights for each ontology before the production of final alignments. **Pre-trained** refers to the systems that contain background knowledge in the form of pre-trained word embeddings or models.

2.3. Information complexity

This group describes how much information is considered in the matching process. The **No Context** category describes the systems that do not consider the entity neighborhood. **Context** characterizes the systems that consider neighborhood information without considering the graph structure (e.g., predicates or graph edge directions). The **Graph** category groups the architectures that consider the neighbors and edge features of the relations that connect them in arbitrary depth. The **Background Knowledge** category groups the systems that can aggregate information that is not present in the ontology (e.g., external dictionaries or thesauruses).

3. Works on the Information Complexity Category

We chose to describe the works that are grouped according to the category **information level**, which is the most discriminant one. This category classifies the works according to four main features (Table 1): i) considering element-level based strategies (no context); ii) systems exploiting context; iii) systems using deeper context (graphs); and iv) systems using external background knowledge.

3.1. Element-level based systems (no context)

This category groups the works that map an entity’s terminological layer to embeddings without considering its neighborhood. The work of [6] is claimed to be the first work in ontology matching that used word embeddings, which were learned on Wikipedia data using two techniques: Word2Vec [39] and Latent Semantic Analysis [40]. Another relevant work using word embeddings is presented in [8]. The entity label is tokenized and each token is mapped to a word embedding from a biomedical domain corpus. Despite its simplicity, this method improved lexical similarities like edit distance. While these works have focused on monolingual ontologies, the system in [28] uses pre-trained word embeddings to align multilingual ontologies. A cross similarity between each word embedding, corresponding to the compared entity labels, is used to build an intermediate vector to produce the final similarity. To deal with the **Out Of Vocabulary** (OOV) problem, this work uses the average of the similarity of the present words.

While few works expose their implementation as modules or libraries, the MELT platform [41] has support for the use of pre-trained transformers in a pipeline for ontology matching. FineTOM [21, 22] is a system based on MELT that uses transformers and two pipelines. The first step is a training pipeline to fine-tune a pre-trained transformer and the second is a matching
pipeline that uses the transformer to measure the similarity between entities. Despite the capacity of transformer-based models to generate contextualized word embeddings, the TOM and Fine TOM were classified in the No Context category as these systems don’t consider information from the entity neighborhood in the entity embedding.

Finally, with a focus on large ontologies, the work in [29] proposes a technique to cluster entities using an inverse word index to reduce the required matching space. Two clustering strategies are applied to generate the subtasks based on the inverse word index. The first is the random splitting of the entities in clusters of the same size and the second is the use of the StarSpace [42] embedding model to cluster related entities while learning embeddings for individual words.

3.2. Systems exploiting context

This category refers to the works that include information about the surroundings of each entity, without exploring the full graph structure. The work of [27] uses a combination of automatically learned and manually engineered features containing word embedding similarities. Four similarity metrics are proposed, combining context and entity labels similarity that are used to build a feature vector. The final alignment is produced using a random forest classifier to predict the alignment using the generated features. In [33], word embeddings are used to represent the entities as the average of the embeddings related to entity labels words and its context as the average of the embeddings in the entity lineage. The final alignment is generated by comparing the cosine similarity between the entity and context embeddings on the source and target ontologies. The system can infer the specific relation between the alignment using the radius measure of their contexts. Similar work, but using character level, is proposed in [36]. The entity embedding is generated using a CNN on the characters of the entity labels, its parents, and children. The character embedding is pre-trained and the last layer of the CNN is connected to a single neuron with sigmoid activation to predict the alignment probability.

The architecture ERSOM (Entity Representation and Structure-based Ontology Matching) [24] uses a stacked auto-encoder to learn features from entities based on different methods to encode classes, properties, and instances. Each entity representation aggregates context information based on its surroundings and hidden representations are learned using the auto-encoder. In the same sense, HISDOM [32] uses different similarity metrics for instances, names, attributes, structure, and comments. The name similarity is a weighted sum between edit distance and embedding cosine similarity in the entity labels. In particular, the structural similarity is calculated as the weighted sum of the Jaccard similarity of the children and parent concepts, with the comment similarity being calculated embedding the sentence of the entity comments using a CNN. The final similarity is the weighted sum of all similarities. Finally, DOME [34] applies a pipeline of filters. The first one is a string similarity matcher that compares the textual description of entities. The next step is a confidence adjustment using an embedding generated by Doc2vec [43], a generalization from Word2vec, to calculate cosine similarity. After instance and property alignment were performed, the class alignment is revisited using the matched instances as context to the class similarity since classes of matched individuals tend to be the same.
3.3. Graph as context

Graph-based category refers to the systems representing the ontology graph structure in depth. The OWL2Vec [12] model is similar to RDF2Vec[9], however, it differs in the lexical unit segmentation as OWL2Vec combines entity and word representation while RDF2vec only considers entity lexical units. LogMap* system [13] uses this embedding model, and since the generated embeddings are independent, a siamese network is used to learn a transformation that projects the embeddings into the same space.

OntoConnect [15] uses a recursive neural network to encode the graph structure of the entities in an unsupervised manner. The entity features are generated using FastText [44], an embedding model developed by Facebook based on character n-grams. A recursive neural network based on LSTM [45] is used to embed the graph structure of each entity. Also using graph neural networks DAEOM [16] (Deep Attentional Embedded Ontology Matching) divides its architecture into Ontology Attentional Encoder and Mapping Selection. The first step of the Encoder is the embedding of the terminological descriptions. A fine-tuned architecture based on BERT [19] is used to embed the words of textual data in the entities. Next, a Graph Attention Network (GAT) is used to aggregate the graph structure of the entity with its terminological layer embedding. Finally, VeeAlign [37] is a system that builds entity embeddings using the Universal Sentence Encoder [46] and aggregates four views to generate the context embedding: parents, child, properties, and datatype properties. A path and node attention is applied to select the most important representations. The entity embedding is then concatenated to the context embedding and passed through a feed-forward layer for down-sampling.

An example of the use of translational embedding to ontology matching [5] is AMD (AgreementMakerDeep) [38]. This type of embeddings was shown to be able to model some logical relations like inversions, symmetries, and some compositions that appear in ontologies entities (ex. Inverse Properties). It uses a modified version of RotatE [47] to generate embeddings of the ontologies and compare similarities.

3.4. Background knowledge

This category is dedicated to the works that use external knowledge in the matching process. Most systems use pre-trained embeddings and models as background knowledge as Alod2Vec [10] which uses embeddings encoded with RDF2Vec [9] on an external dataset. Other systems like DeepAlignment [25] refine word embeddings using synonyms to increase their semantic similarity. Pre-trained word embeddings are refined by contrasting synonym samples from background knowledge and negative samples from entities that are not explicitly stated as equivalent. BERTMap [20, 48] system also extract synonyms from background ontologies to fine-tune a BERT architecture. It also includes a mapping repair to increase the quality of final alignments. A different strategy is adopted in [26], where a Siamese CBOW [49] refines the word embeddings by extracting paraphrases from background knowledge and a Denoising Auto Encoder (DAE) [50] to learn entity embeddings.

In DeepFCA [35] word embeddings and formal concept analysis [51] are adopted. A pre-trained word embedding is used to map the words in the terminological layer using a character-level embedding as a fallback if the word is not present. The entity representation is created
by averaging the word vectors refined by synonyms extracted from semantic lexicons and contrasting them with negative samples from the ontology, guided by a lattice generated from formal concept analysis.

The system in [31] uses multi-view embedding, a strategy that combines embeddings from different views as parent and children ontology concepts, to calculate similarities between entities. Embeddings are learned using a negative sampling strategy to contrast entity synonyms extracted from external ontology with random samplings. Finally, OntoEmma [30], as in the previous work, combines representations from different views to generate entity embeddings. The first is the name view that concatenates character-level embeddings with pre-trained word embeddings and is aggregated using a bidirectional LSTM. The aliases, definition, and context views use the same strategy as the name view without the use of character embeddings and are enriched with background knowledge. The final alignment similarity is calculated by a neural network to predict the alignment probability.

4. Discussion

As introduced above, many representation learning strategies have been applied to ontology matching. Most of the works shown in Table 1 are based on word lexical segmentation and trained per ontology. They use pre-trained word embeddings and, some of them, rely on pre-trained models (e.g BERT), which take into account some types of contextual information. A qualitative analysis of the selected OM systems shows that not only a good capacity for generalization, but also a higher level of flexibility can be achieved when representation learning methods were applied. In the remainder of this section, we point out common difficulties found when applying representation learning methods in ontology matching. In addition, some improvements to address such difficulties are also discussed.

Lexical Unit Segmentation  The use of representation learning in ontology matching has some common problems that need to be addressed. First, the non-determinism of neural learning-based methods leads to encoding entities in two different ontologies, that do not share vocabulary, producing meaningless similarity scores when compared [13]. Some works try to mitigate this issue by projecting the embeddings of the mapped ontologies into the same space using linear transformations [11] or learning a projection matrix using siamese neural networks [13]. The choice of entity lexical unit segmentation, as described in Section 2.1, emphasizes this problem since similar entity labels with the same words, but in a different order, may lead to distinct representations with a low similarity between them. Another attempt to solve this problem is the use of word and character lexical unit segmentation [52, 53]. Moreover, word-level lexical units are also prone to the known out-of-vocabulary (OOV) issue, when words not present in the training vocabulary may decrease embedding representation robustness. Thus the use of character embeddings to generate entity representations may be a promising research direction to mitigate the OOV issue when combined with other types of learning representations. Second, the performance of word embeddings in ontology matching is limited by the vocabulary coverage of the employed embeddings restricting matching systems developers to use domain-specific word embeddings. Since the alphabet size of some languages is orders of magnitude
lower than the vocabulary size and even different languages may share some part of their alphabet, the use of characters embedding seems to reduce the occurrence of OOV at the cost of bigger models [54].

**Learning** Concerning the choice of learning strategy, one difficulty of applying supervised representation learning techniques is the low amount of reference alignments present in OM benchmarking datasets [25], making unsupervised and self-supervised learning valuable techniques to model ontology concepts. However, the major challenge when employing such learning strategies consists in modeling a direct loss metric that reflects the similarity between two given entities. In fact, the general notion of similarity can change among ontology domains and is in the focus of ongoing research [55]. Concerning the training model dimension, recent works have demonstrated that relying only on word embeddings is not enough to fully address the matching problem of rejecting false positives so the contextual information derived from graph structures in ontologies needs to be taken carefully into consideration [16]. Actually, some graph embedding techniques achieve promising results using models supervised learning techniques [37, 16]. However, due to the problem of a low amount of labeled data, such embedding techniques may not achieve their highest performance in ontology matching without some adaptation [56]. One possible direction to deal with the low amount of labeled data is based on unsupervised graph embedding methods, including translational models [5], such as AMD [38]. On the other hand, unsupervised graph embedding methods have shown effective performance in encoding graph structures, especially for the Link Prediction task in Knowledge Graphs [4]. These models have the advantage of being able to learn logical relations between entities, including inversion, symmetrical, and some types of relation compositions obeying the locality principle [57] in ontology matching. However, only relying on this type of embedding method does not ensure acceptable performance, since it does not enforce high similarity scores between similar entities belonging to two distinct ontologies.

**Information Level** The use of embeddings brings the possibility to compare symbolic data similarities, by analogy, using metrics such as euclidean distance or cosine similarity. For designing metrics fully adapted to the ontology matching problem, the embeddings should be organized in a latent space enforcing that similar concepts have representations positioned near to each other in the same vector space. However, some models, e.g vanilla Auto Encoders do not enforce this type of organization in latent space. As a result, the learned embeddings of similar entities are not guaranteed. Some improvements in generative models such as Infogan [58], Variational Auto Encoder (VAE) [59] and Beta-VAE [60] can learn expressive interpretable representations and can encode background knowledge information in their models. They encode specific features in each embedding dimension making similar embeddings be placed near each other in latent space. Therefore, in ontology matching, these different dimensions could offer better generalization and interpretability of concepts. An interesting research direction is the use of these representation methods for encoding ontology entities, allowing the embedding representations to have similarity metrics suitable to the matching task. Another direction is to exploit such existing representation learning techniques aiming to generate expressive alignments. While many systems rely on context and the ontology graph structure
itself, in complex alignment, is difficult to define the boundaries of the entities as they can be composed of multiple distinct elements. This may cause the need either change existing architectures or propose new ones to deal with the complex alignment task.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented an overview of ontology matching systems from the perspective of representation learning. The aforementioned systems were classified according to three categories revealing the most relevant aspects of them. Our analysis pointed out that not only a good capacity for generalization, but also a higher level of flexibility can be achieved when representation learning methods were applied. However, there is still room for improvement as the selected works still do not fully explore all the possibilities that representation learning can provide. In this direction, new approaches should explore deep learning models with higher parameter dimensions as well as the integration of background knowledge and model composition.
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